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The importance of building systems that last 
 

• The WASH sector faces overwhelming challenges: 
• Growing populations  

• Financing shortfall 

• infrastructure crisis  

• Water security issues 

• Growing Emergencies 

• Climate change 

• ‘Business as usual’ will not be sufficient.  

• Delivering universal access requires both developing countries and 
their development partners to think, do and behave differently 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We are all familiar with the challenges facing the sector – now magnified with the advent of the SDGs.political aspirations  impeded by the absence of an institutionalized system capable not only of formulating plans, but also driving implementation, conducting meaningful reviews and harmonising sector interventionsachieving UA / SDG Goal 6 will require strong country systems capable of delivering and sustain services to allBUT the 2014 GLAAS report says that in , in 2013 over 85% of water and sanitation aid was still delivered as project-type interventions.  i.e. donors continue to use our own systems and to focus on project specific results.  These projects are seldom within the framework of an overall sector plan that is geared towards long term and sustained service delivery.  Donors, NGOs and govt alike  short term results  focus at cost of long term systemic change undermines the development of strong country systems that have the capacity to plan, finance, implement and monitor sustainable service delivery for all.So change is needed on all sides – BUSINESS AS USUAL WILL NOT WORK – need to think, do, behave differently.Addressing these systemic challenges requires changes in practice by all partners
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The SWA Collaborative Behaviors 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
BEHAVIOUR – Deliberate choice of term.Drawn from colleagues in hygieneImplies conscious effort to change practice/habits through deliberate, incremental stepsNot out of thin air! Based on extensive research, country experiences  (South Sudan, Burundi, other CPPT members – inc through NPRI) and lessons from other sectors, SWA has identified four key behaviours. If we rally round these  LASTING SYSTEMS AT LOCAL LEVEL[also drew on lessons of aid and development effectiveness agendas  sector specific framework appropriate for current SDG context]Adopting and implementing these Behaviours must form a key strand of implementation of the SDGs.
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Enhance government leadership of sector planning 
processes 

Government leadership  

 

• Nationally agreed sector priorities, strategies 
and plans 

• Cycle of planning, monitoring, and learning 

 

Partners should support Governments’ ability 
and efforts to lead country processes  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A lot packed in hereConsistent and capable government leadership and policy direction is necessary to deliver universal and sustained access to WASH. A good, cohesive, realistic sector plan is the ‘beating heart’ of an efficient, effective service delivery process.Leadership needed to:Set out rules and guidelinesTake clear policy decisionsDirect and coordinate resources around sector priorities – in external supportALSO periodically review policy and implementation progress against targets Country leadership cannot flourish when services are consistently delivered outside country-owned and government driven sector planning processes. Building sector leadership requires investment and action from all stakeholders. SO WHAT DOES THIS LOOK LIKE?Governments need to have an identified lead agency, and a transparent and defined participatory planning process. Development partners need to be willing to support the country-led process both byinvesting in building capacity of those involved in leadership and planningoperating within, rather than outside, the country-led framework.
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Strengthen and use country systems 

Core country systems  

 

• Effective and transparent management of 
public resources 

• Monitoring and regulating services.  

 

Partners should work toward the 
strengthening and use of country systems to 
develop, monitor and regulate services. 

 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Not glamorous – but this is the backbone of how country resources are moved, including those received through development assistance. They include: public financial management, human resources management, statistics, procurement and contract management. Critical, but not exciting until they work!And not just talking centralized level, but also drilled down to decentralized levels. BUTMost WASH investment  still relies on project based approaches, rather than a system strengthening or programmatic approach. “it is easier and quicker to fix infrastructure than it is to fix institutions.”The current approach diverts resources and development impacts and draws capable staff out of governmenta far greater emphasis on strengthening and using country systems is neededShouldn’t see it as a tradeoff with new access- this is what gets us to the SDG of sustainable services for all
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Use one information and mutual accountability platform 

Demonstrate and demand mutual 
accountability for sector progress 

  

• Reliable data  

• Critical joint reflection 

• Adaptive management 

 

Partners should build, share and learn from 
data and hold each other accountable for 
results 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
**Flag OVERLAP between Behaviors if not already done ***Do deliver and sustain sevrices we need to know what works. We need to be building and sharing reliable information across the sector.We need a platform and processesunderstand which policies and strategies workengage in critical joint reflection and adaptive managementencourage all partners to build and share data and to come together – systematically – to make use of it and to learn and change(i.e. not just data for data’s sake)All partners should: Use nationally agreed and developed information systems.  Be transparent aboutresults achievedMutual accountability for progressdemonstrate flexibility and openness to adjust policies, strategies and practices, based on sound evidence, good practices and innovationsThese actions will be underpinned by cooperation bred by TRUST.  
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Build sustainable water and sanitation sector financing 
strategies 

Comprehensive and realistic sector financing 
strategies  

 

• Financing for the lifecycle 

• Mobilize all available sources 

• Transparency supports accountability 

 

Partners should build the strategies with a 
goal of sustainability, equity and transparency  

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Realistic financing strategies based on life cycle costs are necessary to make better investment decisions and make sustainability a reality.To do that, need to look at all sources of financing available – taxes, tariffs, transfers, household income.But at the moment, lots of info we don’t have. The lack of systems within the water and sanitation sector for gathering financial data, assessing it and making it accessible is a critical impediment in generating a picture of who is financing what, with what funding, for how long and with what effect. Need to work towards better understanding of sources and resources available.Through increased TRASNPARENCY about what we’re putting into the sector. e.g. Donors more transparent on funding agreements with governmentBetter finical statements of service providersUnderstand household contributions betterAlso increased PREDICTABILITY.Develop, share and use financial data. Feed it into accountability processes, both through parliamentary oversight and increased civil society scrutinyFeed into leadership (Behaviour 1), by enabling the legislators and policy makers to exercise a leadership role in directing and monitoring sector investment. 
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The SWA Collaborative Behaviors 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
IN SUMMARY…..SWA partnership has undertaken research and analysis to explain why Behaviours  more likely to lead to achievement of the SDGsFurther work underway – CPTT is working with GMHTT to identify indicators to monitor progress on Behaviours and metrics for sector performance - we need to be able to articulate why building systems is a good investmentBut still much more work to do, particularly in terms of unpacking what this means in practiceWhat we as individual partners must do?How SWA can help drive the agenda forward?**Clear that everyone as a part to play**Great that Behaviours are at heart of SWA strategy, and hope is that having a set of behaviours endorsed by SWA partners at a global level will create incentives for all partners to work towards themMust now be central to the forthcoming SMM, HLM, and the high level dialogue process that links them.Through such efforts, SWA can help ensure sector resources are used as effectively as possible to catalyse progress towards sustainable access to water, sanitation and hygiene for all.
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